4 70 determine whether patients need an analgesic treatment. For these reasons the RbtGS has not yet 71 proven to be suitable for assessing pain in clinical settings 3 .
72
The objectives of the current study were to develop a multidimensional composite pain scale for the 73 assessment and quantification of pain in rabbits (CANCRS) and to validate the RbtGS in a clinical 74 setting on different rabbit breeds. The former combines the RbtGS with some clinical parameters 75 (CPS). Furthermore, the aim was to define pain classes to achieve improvements in the 76 identification of pain and the need of an analgesic treatment plan. 85 Critically ill patients with respiratory distress syndrome or in need of oxygen administration were 86 excluded from the study in order to avoid further stress to the animals. In some patients, facial 87 expression was not evaluable, therefore they were excluded from the study as well. Stuporous and 88 comatose states also represented exclusion criteria, considering stupor as a state of lethargy and 89 immobility with diminished responsiveness to stimulation and coma as a deep state of prolonged 90 unconsciousness and unresponsiveness to external stimuli 19 . The mental status was classified as 'normal' (score 0), 'depression' (score 1) and 'obtundation' 121 (score 2).
122 The medical history of the patient was reported on each paper in order to establish a presumptive 123 pain (PP) class according to literature 22 , since, as it happens for human beings, it is plausible that 124 pain is directly proportional to the damage's extension. No pain (NP), discomfort (D), moderate 125 pain (MP) and severe pain (SP) were the four pain classes that were created.
126 Raters were asked to report the time they spent on the evaluation of each rabbit on the printed copy 127 of the scale, in order to establish the average time needed to use the assessment 128 tool. Parameters of the three scales are summarized in Table 1 . 152 Raters were familiar with using the scale and provided with a printed copy for each rabbit. To 153 ensure consistency, each rater also received clear instructions on how to use the scale and they were 154 supported by the presence of images explaining how to evaluate the FAU considered by the RbtGS.
155 Raters were instructed to first fill in the RbtGS part, assessing the rabbit visually from a distance, 156 prior to opening the cage, interacting with the patient and fill in the second part (CPS) of the scale, 157 which included physiologic and behavioral data.
158 Each patient was assigned a score for the RbtGS, the CPS and, consequently, for the composite pain 159 scale. Pain scores ranged from 0 to 24 for the CANCRS, from 0 to 14 for the CPS and from 0 to 10 160 for the RbtGS or from 0 to 8 for the Lop rabbit version of the RbtGS. 252 Patients in a presumptive condition of pain absence (PP=NP) are mostly classified as NP or D; rabbits in discomfort (PP=D) are 253 mostly classified as NP or D; presumed MP cases are classified as D and MP most of the times; the RbtGS was the only tool that was 254 able to detect some cases of presumed several pain. X 2 test results (p<0.005) show that frequencies are not randomly obtained, but 255 diagnosis obtained by assessing pain with the RbtGS are related to PP.
257 Discussion
258 Pain assessment and quantification are considered challenging in Veterinary Medicine, due to 259 differences in the expression of pain among species. Moreover, rabbits as a prey species are 260 naturally prone to mask any sign of pain, making the recognition even more difficult 13 . Despite this, 261 pain assessment is essential in order to meet the ethical and clinical necessity to provide analgesia 262 in suffering patients [25] [26] . In rabbits there is evidence that pain causes a decrease in activity and 263 appetite 27-28 ; since rabbits' metabolism is geared to a constant supply of nutrients from the digestive 264 tract, a decreased or absent food intake and the subsequent mobilization of fat reserves can lead to 265 ketoacidosis and hepatic lipidosis 5 .
266 A very recent review article about rabbit analgesia 3 describes how, according to some studies, 267 veterinarians who doubt their knowledge in pain assessment in cats and dogs are respectively 30% 268 and 42% 29-30 ; this percentage raises up to 60% for small mammals such as rabbits and guinea pigs, 269 according to a study that was conducted in New Zealand 31 , and the lack of a 'gold standard' method 270 for pain assessment leads to difficulties in pain management. To verify properly the effectiveness of 271 analgesic drugs, a validated assessment tool is needed. Moreover, the drugs used to treat pain in 272 rabbits, were tested on small samples and few papers were published 6,3 . For all these reasons, the 288 the RbtGS is based on one rabbit breed only, NZW, while the pet rabbit population presents several 289 breeds, with many morphological variations; additionally, RbtGS has never been tested in a clinical 290 setting yet, since laboratory rabbits were supposed to be healthy and undergoing a routinely 291 procedure such as ear tattooing; in fact, research findings rarely take into consideration the 292 differences in age and potential concurrent health problems that are more likely to be found in pet 293 rabbits.
294 The latter considerations underline the necessity to develop a reliable tool to quantify pain, usable 295 in a clinical environment on several breeds, by operators with difference degree of experience.
296 Furthermore, the scale should be fast to use, in order to avoid any delay in the analgesic treatment 297 and it should not be invasive, in order to prevent any further stress for the patient.
298 This study was intended to develop a multidimensional composite pain scale for pain evaluation in 299 rabbits (CANCRS) and to assess its validity and the validity of the RbtGS in clinical environment
